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Abstract. With advancement in wireless technologies like development
of Wireless Application Protocol and third generation mobile system
that has many powerful capabilities like storage of small database, query
processing in mobile environment has become a hottest topic of research.
Lot of research work is done on how to do efficient query processing in
mobile environment taking into consideration the asymmetric features
of mobile environment like low battery power, reduced communication
bandwidth, frequent network disconnection. The query processing in a
mobile environment involves join processing among different sites which
include servers and mobile computers. Because of the presence of asym-
metric features in a mobile computing environment and also the need
for energy saving, the conventional distributed query processing cannot
be directly applied to a mobile computing system. Now with advent of
location based services and GPS enabled mobile devices different types
of queries to obtain location based information has evolved in mobile
environment like location dependent queries, location aware queries etc.
Processing of such queries is another area of research. This paper deals
with the mobile query processing with special focus on classification of
mobile queries and issues in mobile query processing.
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1 Introduction

Improvements in hardware technology and wireless communication networks
have lead to the emergence of mobile database systems [1]. With emergence of
these mobile database that can store mobile data, researchers are paying more
attention towards mobile query processing as means of accessing these mobile
data. The mobile data can be information about mobile users or it can be infor-
mation about the location of mobile users thus we can classify the query basically
into two categories: Data query and Location related query. Data queries are is-
sued to retrieve information about mobile object. Query like “Retrieve car id of
car A that is chasing a car B” is an example for data query. That is in data query
the location information is not retrieved in implicit or explicit manner. In loca-
tion related query, the location information is specified or retrieved in implicit
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or explicit manner. The query like “Retrieve closest hotel near to my location”
is an implicit location query and one like “Retrieve closest hotel near to Cochin
City” is explicit location query. In both these queries the mobile issuer may be
static or mobile and the query may be targeted to a static or mobile object.
Location dependent data access is an important feature of mobile computing
application. This feature has opened new areas of research like context aware
query processing in location dependent environment. The context aware query
or location based queries support location based services. These queries are the
backbone of location based services like Emergency services, Billing services,
Navigation services, tracking services etc. Most of the queries in mobile envi-
ronment are continuous queries[2]. Continuous queries are those queries whose
results need to be refreshed continuously. Mobile devices are in motion most of
the time and the result of the query depends upon the location of mobile devices.
As each time location of mobile user changes results retrieved by the query also
changes accordingly. Thus, there is a need for continuous refreshment of result.
Several update policies have been addressed to solve this problem. To develop
efficient query processing strategies that can resolve several limitation of mobile
environment like limited battery power, frequent disconnection, less bandwidth
is an important area of research in query processing. Several query processing
strategies have been discussed in paper[3,4,5]. Several other issues also need to
be addressed while doing query processing in mobile environment like handoff
management, uncertainty management, location management. In this paper we
discuss different types of mobile queries with a main focus on location dependent
query. Issues and challenges in query processing are also discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe context
for query processing. In section 3, we present a classification of mobile queries.
Section 4 deals with location dependent query processing. In section 5,some is-
sues and challenges in query processing are discussed. Finally section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Context

Mobile computing environment is divided into cells. The components of a mo-
bile environment are mobile devices (laptop, cell phone PDA, etc.), base sta-
tions and location server[6]. Mobile devices are those devices that have inherent
mobility feature. Each cell consist of a base station. Base station controls and
coordinates mobile devices under its domain. Base station itself is controlled by
mobile switching office which is also called location server. Base stations are con-
nected each other using wired network and the base station and mobile devices
have a wireless connection. Base station and location server are connected via a
standard network. The main functionality of location server is to store location
of mobile users under its domain. The location information is usually stored as
cell ID. A database which is distributed among different location server is used
to store the location of mobile devices. This location information needs to be
frequently updated because of mobility feature inherent in mobile devices. The
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Mobile device or mobile host have a home network and is permanently regis-
tered under a location server in this home network. Location server in its home
network is called home agent. The mobile host may also move to a foreign net-
work and register to the location server of that network. The location server in
foreign network is called foreign agent. When mobile host is in its home net-
work it is called resident and when it is moved to foreign network it is called
visitor to location server. Each agent has four databases, two are mobile host
databases and other two are location databases. Mobile host databases are home
database and visitor database. Home database store data of residents like name,
age, salary and visitor database store data of visitors. The location databases
are home location database and visitor location database that store the location
information of mobile host. These databases help in efficient querying in mobile
environment.

3 Classification of Mobile Queries

In a mobile environment there are two general categories of queries. They are
mobile data query or non location related query and location related query. The
mobile data query helps in retrieving data about mobile user excluding location
information. Example of mobile data query is“Give the list of medicine that a
person A have”. Location related information of mobile users is usually retrieved
using location related query where location related information is specified or
retrieved in implicit or explicit manner. Example of location related query is
“Give me list of hospital closest to Cochin city”.

We can again classify these queries based on two constraints like mobility
constraint and location constraint. Based on mobility constraint there are other
two categories of queries [7]: (i) Queries issued by mobile devices and querying
data related to fixed objects (e.g. hospital). (ii) Queries issued by mobile or

Fig. 1. Classification of Mobile Queries
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static devices and querying data related to moving objects (e.g. taxi). Based on
location constraint we can classify the queries into location aware queries and
location dependent queries. Both are moving object database queries.

In location aware query, the location information is specified explicitly. It re-
trieves the result based on explicitly specified location. In another words location
aware queries are those queries that has atleast one location related attribute
or predicate [8]. Consider a query like ’Retrieve hospital names in cochin”. In
this query the city Cochin is explicitly specified location that is it is a location
related attribute so the above example query is a location aware query. Position
query or location query is one type of location aware query. In position query
the location information of the mobile host is retrieved. As an example consider
the query “Where is car A”, in this we retrieve the location information of car
A so it is a position query or location query.

In location dependent query, the query response depends on the location of
query issuer. Query like “Find me closest hospital within 2 miles from my cur-
rent location” is an example for location dependent query. In this example it is
clear that result retrieved by the query depends on the query issuer. Mobile data
keeps on changing time to time especially location information thus the query
that refers to such dynamic information are called continuous query. Location
dependent queries can be considered as continuous query [8,9]. As the results
retrieved by such query depend on mobility of issuer there is a need for contin-
uous refreshment of result to keep the result valid. How to set an appropriate
refreshment frequency and how to design an efficient update policy is an issue
while dealing with the processing of such queries.

3.1 Moving Object Database Queries

Tradition databases are not capable of storing continuously changing data. Hence,
they are not suitable for storing information about moving object and their lo-
cation. In such databases, data remains constant unless it is explicitly modified.
For example, if the name field is 20K, then this name field is assumed to hold
(i.e. 20K is returned in response to queries) until explicitly updated. To process
queries in mobile environment, we need a database that is capable of storing
dynamic information thus arose the need for moving object database[8]. They
are those databases that can efficiently store information about moving objects
and their locations and thus enable efficient processing of mobile queries.

Moving Object database queries are queries that are issued by mobile or fixed
object and that retrieve data from moving object database. Shape and size of
moving object are not much important in such queries and they include spatial
objects and temporal constraints. Consider for example the query “Retrieve the
mobile objects within circular range R within the next 2 minutes”. This is a
spatial and temporal range query. The spatial range is the circular range R and
the temporal range is the time interval between now and 2 minutes from now.
Traditional query languages like SQL are suitable for expressing such queries.
Usually an integration of temporal and spatial languages is used to express
such queries (e.g. SQL extension language STQL). For performance reason while
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answering Moving Object Database query, indexing location attribute approach
is usually followed rather than examining location of each mobile object. Issues
like modeling and querying mobile object, uncertainty management, tracking
mobile object, location management etc need to be tackled while processing
such queries.

3.2 Classification of Moving Object Database Queries

Moving object database queries can be categorized into location query, range
query and within-distance query [7,9].

Location query: This query retrieves moving object whereabouts and time. It
is of two types like where-at(t,obid) query and when-at(x,y,obid) query. Where-
at(t,obid) query returns the expected location coordinate of an object with object
id obid at time t and When-at(x,y,obid) query returns the time when the object
with object id obid will be at location (x,y).

Range query: They are used to retrieve an object within a particular range for
a given time interval. Example “Retrieve mobile objects inside a circular range
R within 2 minutes from now”. Operators like inside(R, t1, t2) are used in such
queries.

Within-Distance query: Retrieve objects within a particular distance from the
query issuer. Query issuer and query target object can be static or mobile.
Based on that, we have four variants of queries such as Dynamic issuer and Dy-
namic target object query(DD query),Dynamic issuer and Static target object
query(DS query),Static issuer and Static target object query(SS query),Static
issuer and Dynamic target object query(SD query).

4 Location Dependent Query Processing

At the beginning, the main aim of wireless network was to enable mobile commu-
nication but nowadays with the technological evolution and continuous develop-
ment of positioning systems like GPS devices have contributed to the emergence
of location based services and applications in mobile environment. This location
based service (LBS) is called mobile location services. LBS provides value added
information based on the location of user. The technologies that provide con-
textual environment for implementing LBS are WAP, GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service), UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System),GIS (Ge-
ographic Information System). Example of location based services are Navigation
and information service, Advertising service, Billing service, Emergency service
etc.

Location dependent query is one of the direct consequence of location based
services and applications in database field. Such queries are the basic building
blocks of LBS. Location dependent query is a query whose query response de-
pends on the location of the query issuer. Example “Finds me a hotel within 10
miles”.
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5 Classification of Mobile Queries

5.1 Clasification of Location Dependent Query

Location dependent query is generally classified into temporal queries and spa-
tial queries which is further refined into continuous queries and non-continuous
queries [10].Location dependent query is a type of moving object database query.
It is further classified based on their purpose as Range queries, nearest neighbor
queries, Navigation queries, n-body constraint queries etc [11].

Range query: This query is used to retrieve mobile objects within a particular
range. Range can be circular range, rectangular range etc. within-distance query
and window query are two type of range query based on the type of range. If the
range is circular we have within-distance range query and if range is rectangular
window we have window range query.

Nearest-neighbor (NN) queries : These queries retrieve objects closet to a partic-
ular object or location specified in the query. As an example, consider the query
“retrieve police cars close to robbed car” where we retrieve nearest neighbor po-
lice cars closed to robbed car is an example for nearest neighbor query. If are
specifying that we need to retrieve only k nearest neighbor then the query we
choose to specify is KNN queries. If we want to specify a range constraint while
retrieving nearest neighbor then we choose a constrained NN query to specify
such constraint. We can classify NN queries into two categories; they are static
NN queries and dynamic NN queries [11]. In static NN queries target object is
static as it cannot move whereas in dynamic NN queries target object will be in
motion.

n-Body constraints query: In this type of queries we can specify location con-
straints like should be greater than or less than a particular distance and the
query retrieves a set of n objects satisfying the location constraint. Varying the
values of n we have 2-Body constraint query if value of n=2, 3-Body constraint
query if n=3.example “Retrieve police cars within a circular range with r=2 from
the police station”.

Navigation Queries : These queries help the mobile users to fetch best path to
the destination by taking into consideration of network traffic. Some of the lo-
cation dependent queries are also classified into snapshot queries, continuous

Fig. 2. General Classification of Location Dependent Queries
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queries and persistent queries. If the query result is computed only once then
that query is snapshot query or instantaneous query. If query result is computed
continuously until terminated by user then that query is continuous query and
if this query considers both past state and current state of moving object while
evaluating the result then that query is Persistent query. The above classification
is based on history of movement and evaluation time. Further classification of
location dependent query is discussed in [11].

5.2 Query Execution and Optimization

In centralized static system execution, site for processing queries are determined
in advance, that is which steps are performed on the server and which on the
client are obtained in advance. In mobile environment it is very difficult to
determine in advance which execution site is most suitable for processing each
phase of the query. Thus, depending on current situations like current location
of mobile unit in mobile environment, the mobile database system should be
capable of choosing exact sites to process each phase of the query and revise the
plan with changes in environment like change in position of mobile units.

In centralized environment, query execution plan aims to minimize CPU cost,
input/output cost etc where as in mobile environment the main objective of
query execution plans is to minimize the communication cost. Communication
cost is very difficult to measure as the mobile host is located in different locations.
A dynamic optimization method is needed in mobile environment because of
mobility feature inherent in mobile environment.

6 Issues and Challenges in Query Processing in Mobile
Environment

Several issues need to be addressed while doing query processing in mobile en-
vironment. The main issues are limited bandwidth for data transfer, frequent
handoff, frequent disconnection, limited battery power. These issues reduce the
efficiency of query processing. Efficient query processing strategies that consider
some of these issues is discussed in [3,4,5]. Mobility is an important feature of
mobile computing environment. Location is a piece of information that relates
to mobility. Location information is specified in implicit or explicit manner in
certain types of queries and result of such queries depends on the current lo-
cation of mobile units. In such a case, efficient methods to locate these mobile
units and efficient way to represent this location information need to be de-
signed. Thus localization of mobile units and location management is an issue
that needs special focus. Certain queries may be continuous queries whose results
changes continuously. Certain operators like close to, straight ahead, within are
used while specifying the Location query, an efficient processing method to pro-
cess this operators and need for suitable query language to express this queries
is another challenge that need special mention. Location binding is performed
when location information is specified in the query. Location information to do
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Fig. 3. Main Issues in Mobile query Processing

the binding can be obtained from network operator databases or from position-
ing system like GPS system. Another solution to obtain location information
is discussed in [12] where actual location of mobile user is retrieved by send-
ing client identifier to location based services. But how to obtain valid location
information in a time bound and cost effective manner is still a challenge that
needs consideration. Difference in the location model used by the application
and location services can cause problems like location granularity mismatch.
Due to unpredictable behavior and continuous movement, imprecision of posi-
tioning system and delays in network there is a limited accuracy in current and
future position of moving object. This uncertainty issues need to be managed for
valid result retrieval. How to model and query moving object in an efficient way
is another issue that needs to be taken care of during query processing. We can
have an efficient query processing in mobile environment if all these challenges
and issued are addressed in an appropriate manner. Most important issues that
is to be solved is discussed briefly in the subsequent sections.

6.1 Location Management

Location management involves modeling and querying location information,
tracking moving object [12]. Two basic operations in location management are
look ups and update. Look ups are done to retrieve location of mobile host and
update operations are needed when there is a change in the position of mobile
host. Storing the location information is done in two ways either every site in
mobile network stores up to date data or only one site stores the up to date
and all other site have to query this site to retrieve up to date data. When up
to date data is stored in multiple sites update cost will be greater than look
up cost. Update cost will be smaller than look up cost when the information is
stored at only one site. Usually higher update cost is compromised for getting
accurate location information. Methods like Point location management method
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is discussed in [12]. In this method, location coordinate of object location along
with time at which object reach that location is stored in the database. The
stored location is retrieved using SQL. One of the drawbacks of this method is
the need for frequent location update as object location goes on changing time
to time. A trajectory location management method is also proposed in [12]. In
this method the trajectory of moving object is stored in the database of server
and the location information is updated only if there is a change in the predicted
data. Moreover an uncertainty threshold is attached to the location information
in the database and this uncertainty threshold is used to decide whether location
information is exact or not.

Modeling, Binding and Granularity Mismatch of Location
Information

Location information is specified in implicit or explicit manner in location re-
lated queries. When such queries are issued, there should be some mechanism
to bind the location specified in the query with the query itself. Location in-
formation is usually obtained from GPS or from other location server database.
But this is not an appropriate solution. Another efficient solution is discussed in
[9] where author has discussed about location based services which provide nec-
essary location information and bind the location information with the query.
When a client identifier of a client who issued the query is given to location
based service, it bind location of client specified in query with the query. As an
example suppose the client issued a query like Select closest cinema theater to
my current position. Here we want the location of query issuer only then cinema
theater near to issuer location can be identified. For that, query is first sent
to location based service which do the work of identifying location information
and binding it with the query. After binding location information with query
it is then easy to retrieve closest cinema theater just by simple look up in the
database. The problem with this approach is that location model used by query
and location model used by location based service may differ. Location model
used to represent location is of two types namely Geometric model and Symbolic
model. In symbolic model, location is represented by real world entities like pin
code, cities, streets etc. In geometric model location is represented by two di-
mensional or three dimensional coordinates like latitude and longitude. Thus, if
geometric model is used by the query and symbolic model is used by Location
based service or vice versa then there is a location granularity mismatch which
need to be addressed for efficient query processing.

Modeling and Querying of Moving Objects

Mobile objects are those objects that can move or whose position changes with
time. Modeling a mobile object implies modeling their movement in the database.
To model their movement in the database, we need their location information
to be tracked in a continuous manner. Existing databases are not efficient in
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storing continuously changing information like location information. Thus, there
is a greater need to solve the issue of modeling mobile objects. One solution
to efficiently model a mobile object is discussed in [9] where author proposed a
data model called MOST (Moving Object Spatial Temporal) data model. The
MOST model introduces the concept of dynamic attribute whose value changes
with time. Such an attribute can efficiently represent motion of a mobile ob-
ject. The MOST model also enhances the capability of DBMS to predict the
future position of a moving object. Author also discussed about a spatial tem-
poral query language called FTL. This query language uses both spatial operator
like INSIDE, WITHIN and temporal operators like UNTIL, EVENTUALLY to
operate with the dynamic attribute. Abstract data type model and constraint
data type model are two other models used to model mobile objects [8,9,10].
These two models focus on history of movement and trajectory of moving object
whereas MOST model is interested only in the present and future position of ob-
ject. Abstract model uses base type ( Int, Real, String etc), spatial type (Point,
line etc) and temporal type (intime). One of the most important type construc-
tor used in the model is moving. moving type constructor is used to construct
type whose value changes dynamically. We can represent movement of object as
well as moving region using this constructor. For example moving(point), moving
(region). In constraint database model, spatial object is considered as infinite set
of point satisfying first order logic formulae. Simple standard language like SQL
is used in this model.

Tracking of Mobile Objects

Several location management techniques are also discussed in [12]. Short bat-
tery life, frequent disconnections are some of the issues in mobile environment
that prevent the efficient retrieval of location information. An efficient technique
to retrieve locations of moving objects is needed in such cases. Object track-
ing architecture like two tier, tree structured and non-hierarchy approaches are
discussed in [12]. In two tier architecture, two network sites are used to store lo-
cation information. In tree structured architecture, location information is stored
in network sites arranged hierarchically. Non hierarchy approach uses central-
ized database to store location information. Partitioning, caching and replication
techniques are used with these architectures to track the object efficiently.

6.2 Uncertainty Management

Location information of mobile devices stored in the database and actual location
of mobile device may differ. There is a certain level of uncertainty associated with
the location of moving object. This uncertainty may be due to unpredictable
movement behaviors of mobile objects, frequent disconnection,delays etc. In [13]
a method that quantifies the uncertainty in location information is discussed. The
proposed method reduces the uncertainty in past location data but keeps the
uncertainty associated with current location of object little bit higher. Another
method that considers the uncertainty on the trajectory of moving object is
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discussed in [14]. New operators like possibly, always etc are used to represent
uncertainty in this method. Processing algorithm to process these operators is
also discussed in [14].

6.3 Data Management

In this section we focus on data management issues in query processing [10]
and discuss the methods like caching and broadcasting data to solve those is-
sues. In conventional distributed databases the continuously changing data like
location information are not stored. Even if the user is mobile the data was
static or constant unless explicitly modified and hence data management is-
sues were not much complex in such databases. However, in mobile databases
data stored especially the location information changes continuously with move-
ment of mobile host and hence there is a great need to manage mobile data in
an efficient way. Data management issues like data fragmentation, replication,
among mobile units, consistency maintenance etc are little bit complex issues in
mobile environment. Managing data in mobile computing environment because
of asymmetric features like frequent disconnection, frequent handoff of mobile
environment, communication constraint, spatial data, user movement etc is a
challenge.

Caching and Prefetching mobile data

Caching is an efficient method to solve data management issues[10]. In data
caching method, mobile users keeps a copy of data. Prefetching, cache replace-
ment, cache invalidation are three important issues related to caching method.
Cache invalidation can be implemented by giving a valid scope to location data
so that if there is a greater difference in location data valid scope and users cur-
rent location data then we can conclude that there is a less chance of reusability.
Invalid data can be removed using various replacement techniques. Manhattan
distance and Furthest away replace are replacement technique mentioned in [15].
Prefetching is a method wherein which the mobile data are stored beforehand in
users cache for use in near future. The data is fetched before it is actually needed.
Cooperative caching is a caching technique where query results are shared with
database server. This technique utilizes communication bandwidth efficiently.
Another caching technique used is semantic caching[16]. This scheme is mainly
used for location dependent queries. Semantic caching makes use of Voronoi di-
agram for nearest neighbor queries. Processing location dependent query using
this caching technique is a challenge as only similar queries can reuse the cache.
Semantic caching cannot support complex queries rather it supports different
variants of location dependent queries like NN queries, range queries etc. There
is a lot difficulty in managing cached data while using this technique. Semantic
caching is used to process location dependent queries as it improves availability
of data and efficiency of data access. One of the benefits of semantic caching
technique is that it stores results of already issued queries so that this result
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data can be used to answer queries in future. Thus, this caching technique sup-
port fast query result retrieval. Because of some drawbacks of semantic caching
scheme we propose a shared incremental update caching mechanism which can
overcome many disadvantages of semantic caching. It is similar to cooperative
caching mechanism. In shared incremental update mechanism, results of already
evaluated queries are cached and redundant results are eliminated. This enables
minimizing data transfer. The cached data are shared among different queries
eliminating the drawback that we faced in semantic caching mechanism. Shared
incremental update mechanism is not semantically dependent on the query type
unlike previous caching mechanism.

Broadcasting mobile data

Mobile data are distributed to large number of users in a mobile environment
using broadcasting technique. A push based data delivery technique can be used
for data distribution[17]. Validated cached copies of modified data items are
broadcasted periodically or on demand by the server and the entire mobile host
get the broadcasted cached copies while listening to the broadcast channels. This
technique eliminates the need for querying the server to get the validated cached
copy to validate their cache. In another technique[18], the cached data in the
server are broadcasted whenever a change is made to cached data items. This
technique has drawbacks like high data transfer cost. As an improvement to this
technique another method was proposed in [19] where broadcasting of modified
data items takes place only when user demands. This technique makes use of
mobile service station on behalf of data server for communicating with mobile
unit thereby reducing traffic between mobile unit and data server.

7 Conclusion

With the emergence of mobile databases, location based services and with the
development of wireless communication, query processing in mobile environment
is an important area of research. In this paper, we focused on query processing
in mobile environment. We first described the mobile computing context where
the query processing is done. Then we focused on the classifications of mobile
queries where we described different categories of queries. We have dedicated a
section for describing more on moving object database queries and location de-
pendent queries. Features of query processing and optimization are also discussed
with special focus on location dependent query processing. Finally we discuss
the issues and challenges in mobile environment. Some of the issues in mobile
query processing are location management, uncertainty management, data man-
agement, handoff management, frequent disconnection etc. We also proposed a
shared incremental update mechanism as solution to data management issues.
Shared incremental update mechanism is a better caching mechanism than se-
mantic caching mechanism. We will be focusing more on location dependent
query processing that make use of shared incremental update mechanism in our
furthur studies.
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